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NCOs, you already set aside a big chunk of each workday to make sure your

soldiers get the PT they need to do their job.

But make sure you set aside another chunk of time to make sure the equip-

ment they’ll use gets the exercise it needs, too.

It’s not PT then—it’s PM.

Equipment can wear out just by sitting too long. Without regular exercise:

*Hoses get soft and mushy or dry rot

*Polished surfaces—like cylinder rods—corrode, then cut seals the next time

you operate, causing leaks

*Seals dry rot

So keep equipment fit. Set up a schedule for your operators to run their

equipment for 20 minutes or so at least once a month.

While they're at it, have ’em look for leaks under equipment and shiny spots

or rust around nuts and bolt heads. Have 'em listen for unusual noises, too.

In short, they should fix or report anything that doesn’t look, feel, smell or

sound right.

Make this monthly exercise part of your unit’s PM program. Then your unit’s

equipment will be as ready for duty as your soldiers are.
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when was the�
last time you had a�

good workout?
last�
fall.

i watched an ab�
cruncher infomercial.�

does that count?

By Order of the Secretary of the Army:

ERIC K. SHINSEKI
General, United States Army Chief of Staff

Official:



hecking the alignment of the serpentine belt used on M998A2-series and
M1113 and M1114 trucks is a whole lot easier if you have a tool specially
designed for the task.

With the tool, you can tell if the belt pulleys and brackets are aligned right. If
they’re not, the belt gets chewed up and thrown off.

Plans for the homemade tool are found in TB 43-0001-62-2 (Jul 99) on Pages
9-22 through 9-24. Info on
how to use the tool and
make any necessary
adjustments is also
found in the TB,
starting on Page 9-25.
All this info is also in Change 2 (Jun 99) to TM 9-2320-280-20-2.

If you don’t have the change or the TB, contact your local TACOM logistics
assistance representative. Still no go? Send Half-Mast your mailing address and
he’ll get you the info.

aise the hood on any 10 HMMWVs
and you’ll find bent radiator and oil cooler
fins on at least 7 of them. Why? Because
the fins get bent by feet, tools and other
heavy stuff during PMCS and repair work.

OK, so the fins get bent. So what? So,
when enough of them are bent, the flow
of air through the cooler and radiator is
restricted. That leads to engine and trans-
mission overheating.

What can be done about it? Plenty. Make
and use a fin protector for all those times
you’ve got to get up close and personal
with the engine area. Here’s how:

Cut a piece of 3/4-in plywood like so:

HMMWV . . .

Measurements are approximate

21/2"

2"
11/2"

6"

2'7"

2'9"
3'4"

2'

3"

The measurements are approxi-
mate, so you may need to adjust
them a little for your HMMWV.
Round off the edges and paint the
board to avoid splinters.

To use the board, remove both
HMMWV eye-hook seals and slip
it over the two lifting rings. Lay it
flat on the oil cooler frame.

After you’ve finished your PMCS
or repair work, remove the protec-
tor, replace the eye hook seals and
check the cooler and radiator for
bent fins. Line ’em up with the fin
straightening tool, NSN 5120-00-
157-2180, in the Common shop sets.

eyeballing�
the alignment�
may be ok, but�

this tool is�
better!

that�
sure is�
a belt�
sa ver.

yeah,�
baby!
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ibration loosens the halfshaft
capscrews on HMMWVs, making an
occasional tightness inspection in your
own best interest.

Make sure that you check all hard-
ware holding the halfshafts in place,
but especially the retaining capscrew
inside each geared hub.

It’s relatively easy to see if the
capscrews at the differential end of the
shaft are loose. Look for shiny spots
around the screws.

If you see a loose screw, replace both
the lock washer and the screw. Remem-
ber to dip the screw in sealing com-
pound, NSN 8030-01-171-7628, before
installing it. That’ll help keep the screw
tight. Then torque it to 48 lb-ft.

It’s not so easy to check the cap-
screw in the hub. You must remove an
access plug to get to the screw, then
you must use a torque wrench to tell if
the screw is loose.

ne way to reduce the mess made in draining oil from an FMTV’s transmis-
sion is to make yourself a draining aid.

Cut a quart-size sports plastic drink bottle to fit around the drain hole and
part of the oil pan, so that most of the
oil goes through the bottle into your
drain pan.

The only mess comes when you
remove the drain plug and put the bottle
in place. The quicker you are, the less
oil gets on the exhaust pipe, where most
of it usually goes, or on the ground.

FMTV . . .HMMWV . . .

If the screw shows 37 lb-ft torque,
it’s tight. If the screw shows less, get
rid of it and the lock washer. Install a
new lock washer and screw, remem-
bering to dip the screw in sealing com-
pound. Torque the screw to 37 lb-ft.

Check both ends of the halfshaft for
tightness at every 6-month service.

Drain aid reduces oil change mess

these�
capscrews are�
tight... huh?

hold it!�
your inspection�

is only half done�
if you don't check�

inside the�
hub!

here's�
a cheap and�

simple way to keep�
transmission oil from making�

a mess of your fmtv�
and maintenance�

area!

Don't forget hub's capscrew

PS 577 4 DEC 00
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There’s a sure-fire way to prevent
damage to the material-handling equip-
ment controls on FMTVs.

Do not reel in the winch cable too
fast. Left loose and reeled in at full
speed, the cable can whip—move side-
ways—with a lot of force.

The MHE controls are in the way
and unprotected. The whipping cable
breaks off sending units.

Prevent damage by simply bringing
in the cable slowly.

ou may not know it, but the pivot points for the cab hydraulic cylinders on
your FMTV get no lube. You got it—none, nada! But that’s going to change
because they need lube!

New versions of cab cylinders with grease fittings to lube between the cylin-
der eye and the pivot pin are in the works. But here’s what you need to do now to
prevent damage that could let the cab fall.

The next time you raise the cab, get out the oil can and squirt some OE/HDO
on the eye and pin as the cab is lowered back into place. Do this at least monthly
as part of regular PMCS. Make a note of the service in your -10 TMs until they
are updated.

If you have not inspected the lift cylinder according to TACOM Ground
Precautionary Message 00-007 (May 00), get a copy and do the inspection now.
You’ll need to remove the cylinder, clean up the inner mounting surface of the
cylinder eye and the mounting pin, and apply some molbydenum disulfide
grease.

Turn to Para 19-10 of TM 9-2320-365-20-4 or Para 19-11 of TM 9-2320-366-
20-5 for details on removing and installing the cab hydraulic cylinder. You’ll
need to make and use a cab support tool, too. Plans for it are found as Item E-4
in Appendix E.

Once you’ve got the cylinder off, clean the cylinder eye and mounting pin.
Look for pitting and cracks on all surfaces. If the pivot pin has any cracks or is
severely pitted, it must be replaced. See the GPM for details on all pivot pin
damage.

FMTV . . .

Check mount pin and cylinder
eye for pitting and cracks

Once the surfaces are clean, apply a
film of molybdenum disulfide, NSN
9150-00-935-4018, to them. Reinstall
the cylinders, and you’re good to go.
Then, every month put OE/HDO on
the eye and pin locations.

time�
to raise your�

cab!

no way!�
not until�

you lube the�
pivot points for�

the hydraulic�
cylinders!

...sending unit

Retract cable slowly
to avoid breaking...

please,�
spare the�

whip!

Winch Slow,
Save MHE

Control
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M915, M915A1, HEMTT . . .

Air Dryer Service
You don’t have to spend a mint
to service the air dryer on your
big trucks.

Some mechanics clean the
dryer by replacing the entire car-
tridge, but that’s not necessary
and it costs a lot of money.

Smart mechanics know to clean
the dryer by using desiccant parts
kit, NSN 4440-01-081-1391. The
kit has everything you need, in-
cluding instructions, to make the
cartridge as good as new.

ie a string around a finger or write
yourself a note, operators, but don’t
overlook a few often overlooked grease
fittings on M915-series and M915A1-
series tractor trucks.

First of all, make sure you lube fan
clutch actuators that have grease fit-
tings. Some actuators are sealed and
cannot be lubed. Look right behind the
top fan belt pulley—a spot that’s easy
to overlook—for a grease fitting.

Without lube, the actuator burns out.
Then the fan won’t cool off the en-
gine, the engine overheats and your
truck is NMC.

When pumping grease into the fit-
ting, make sure not to get any grease
in the fan belt grooves. Greasy grooves
cause the belt to slip.

M915/M915A1-Series Tractor Trucks . . .

Lube fan clutch actuator fitting

Keep grease out of
fan belt grooves

Before you pump the gun, be sure to
wipe off the fittings so you don’t shoot
dirt into them.

ing area. Be careful, though, not to
damage the rubber bushing insert ends.

Also, grease may go in easier if you
jack up the truck to take the load off
the springs.

While you’re at it, make sure the
fittings for the drag link are lubed, too.
All these fittings keep suspension parts
lubed for a better ride and longer life.

If the fittings will not accept grease
because the old grease inside is too
hard, try warming the fitting and bush-

Second, make sure you lube the leaf
spring bushings at the hanger brackets.
Lubed bushings keep the springs riding
freely up and down. Give them four or
five pumps of grease during scheduled
services.

hmmm...�
now why did i�

tie this string on�
my finger?

probably�
to remind you�

to lube my fan�
clutch actuator�

fitting.

smart�
mechanics use�
a dessicant�

kit.

...and rear leaf spring bushings

Lube front...

Lube drag link
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eaving water in the air tanks of any truck is bad news in freezing weather, but
it’s really bad news for M915-series trucks.

Not only do you get the usual braking problems, but the water gets into the air
lines and ends up in the transmission control group. That causes the transmission
to grind and miss gears.

Draining the air tanks just once may
not get all the moisture out. To make
sure, let the air pressure build up again
after you’ve drained the water out once.
Then drain the air tanks again. Keep
doing this until no more water comes
out of the tanks.

Drain the air tanks every day the tem-
perature is below freezing, whether you
drive the truck or not. Be sure to ser-
vice the air dryer desiccant filter, too, when scheduled.

unning vehicles indoors without
ventilation is asking for trouble and
courting death. But that’s what hap-
pens in many motor pools during cold
weather.

You can fix the problem by running
exhaust fumes safely outside with flex-
ible exhaust extensions.

The unit of issue is feet, so order the
length you need.

NSN 4720-00- Inside diameter
174-4668 1 inch
278-8030 11/2 inches
278-8027 13/4 inches
278-8031 2 inches
174-6818 21/2 inches
174-4664 3 inches
174-4671 4 inches

M915-Series Trucks . . .

You need a snug fit of extension-to-
exhaust pipe to prevent leaks, so eye-
ball this list of extensions that fit
common tailpipe sizes:

Run exhaust outside

Drain
all
water
from
air
tanks

PS 577 11 DEC 00PS 577 10 DEC 00

there!�
now your air�

tanks are all�
drained.

ahhh!�
what a�
relief!

All Vehicles . . .

drat!�
that exhaust�
extension has�
left me out in�

the cold! ...and�
stay�
out!
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rewmen, always use the elastic strap called for in your TM when stowing
equipment in your Bradley.

A strap used in the wrong place or for the wrong purpose can snap or slip
loose. You
could lose an
eye if that
happens.

Here’s a
list of the
authorized
straps and
where to use
them on all
Bradleys.

Even the
right straps
can be
dangerous if you don’t use them safely:

Keep your face away from the release path when putting a strap in place. If
the strap breaks, it can fly up and hit you in the face.

STE-M1/FVS . . .

Software
Updated

M2/M3-Series Bradleys . . .

Vehicle Use Strap NSN 5340-01-
M2, M2A1 Ball port weapons 196-4677

M2, M2A1, M2A2 Missiles (vertically) 312-9553
M3, M3A1, M3A3 25mm ammo box 196-4677
M3, M3A1, M3A2 Missile rack 198-0508M3A2 ODS, M3A3
M2A2, M2A2 ODS Right squad bench seat 461-3805
M2A2, M2A2 ODS Left squad bench seat 457-0202

M3A2, M3A2 ODS, M3A3 Bench seat 459-7941
M7 BFIST NBC decontamination box 196-4677

Double check the part number or
NSN on the package and make sure
you use it where the TM says. You
may also want to etch the part number
or NSN on the strap hook so you can
readily identify where the strap is sup-
posed to be used.

Flying strap hooks are dangerous!

Properly secure the strap. When
stretching an elastic strap, make sure
you secure it to the attachment point
shown in the TM. Then bend the
strap hook slightly to keep it from
coming free. Double check to make
sure the hook can’t be knocked loose
accidentally.

Never use damaged straps. Damaged
straps can snap suddenly and send one
end flying. Eyeball the straps for cuts
and cracks. If you find one, remove it
and order a new strap.

Never use a commercially available
strap. They may snap or slip loose un-
expectedly. Even authorized straps
don’t have part numbers marked on
them, so it’s easy to use them in the
wrong place.

t lets you test the latest Bradley ODS
variant, which is the M7 Bradley Fire
Support Team Vehicle (BFIST). It also
improves the tests on all other Bradley
versions except the M2A3 and M3A3,
and allows testing of all M1-series
tanks except the M1A2 System
Enhancement Package (SEP).

Updated sets will have blue and white
stickers that say, THIS UNIT IS
EQUIPPED WITH C14 PROGRAM-
MING on the vehicle test meter (VTM)
and controllable interface box (CIB),
as well as on their carrying cases.

If you’re not sure your set has been
updated, or if you have questions about
test procedures, contact your local
TMDE support center or call the STE-
M1/FVS tech line:

(800) 882-7287 (CONUS)
0-9662-9630 (Germany)

what�
the heck�

happened�
to you?

i tried�
to use the�

wrong�
strap!

the�
latest�

ste-m1/fvs�
software�
update,�

c14, is now�
available.

❖

❖

❖

❖

I
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Trash builds up
under floor panels

he M88A1 recovery vehicle is a
workhorse. But it’ll still pull up lame
if you abuse it.

Ride your workhorse into the sunset
by following these helpful hints:

Lots to Lube
Always lube and exercise your

M88A1’s components step-by-step like
the TMs tell you. If you don’t, out-of-
the-way spots like the boom pins and
blade latch will be missed.

If corrosion gets to either, your ve-
hicle is out of business until support
can replace the parts.

M88A1 Recovery Vehicle . . .

If you don’t, the oily mess eventu-
ally damages wiring harnesses, hydrau-
lic lines, fire extinguisher tubes and
other parts in the hull. And if a fire
should start, that muck will only feed it.

You can prevent these problems by
storing trash in a plastic bag for later
disposal. Then make sure you clean
under the floor panels at least once a
year.

Where’d They Go?
When you take off rigger seats, pio-

neer equipment racks, and auxiliary
power unit covers for PMCS, repairs,
or training, make sure you put them
back on when you’re through. They
get lost if you forget. Then you’ll have
to replace them with new ones.
Don’t leave off components such
as pioneer equipment racks

Too much lube is a problem, too.
Take the engine oil level, for instance.

Since the powerpack is set at a slight
angle, overfilling the crankcase can
cause oil to blow out the filler tube
and onto the hot powerpack—espe-
cially when you’re driving on a slope.
That’s a real fire hazard.

So check your TM and add only the
amount of oil indicated by the dipstick.

Mr. Clean
Dirt and oil have a habit of building

up under the crew compartment floor
panels. And when you combine them
with MRE wrappers, cans, paper and
other trash, you’ve got a mess that
causes all kinds of problems.

...and blade latch

The buildup is often bad enough to
clog the hull drain plugs. When that
happens, you’ll have to pull the floor
panels and shovel out the muck.

p-m on the range!�
where the recovery�

vehicles play!�
and seldom you'll see,�

anything nmc,�
and your sergeant's not�

screaming all day!

Remember to lube boom pivot pins...
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rivers, the personnel ventilator on your M992A2 ammo carrier has an impor-
tant job. It pulls in cool, outside air to help keep you comfortable and vents
dangerous fumes from the crew compartment—like when the automatic fire
extinguisher system (AFES) is activated.

That’s why it’s important to keep dirt, leaves and other debris cleaned out of
the ventilator exhaust. If the exhaust is clogged, there’s no airflow and your
vehicle is NMC.

At least monthly, remove the grille covering the exhaust and clean out any
debris that has collected. You may have some problems with the grille’s rear
socket head screws, though. Because
the screw sits just under the tow
cable, you’ll have a hard time get-
ting your socket wrench in place to
remove them.

Once the grille is finally off, save
yourself aggravation next time by
replacing the socket head screws
with regular hex head screws, NSN
5305-00-719-5219. You can remove
them without having to move the tow
cable.

Dear Sergeant J.W.C.,
The fan cover is not stocked because

impeller fans are high-speed balanced at
the factory with the covers in place.
Exchanging a damaged cover for another
one will result in an unbalanced fan that
will vibrate enough to eventually fail.

Always replace the entire fan, NSN
4140-01-284-5722, whenever the cover is
damaged enough to cause noise or
excessive vibration.

Dear Half-Mast,

The cover on my Paladin’s engine impeller fan is dinged and banged up to
the point that the fan vibrates too much. I’ve looked in the parts TM, but
can’t find a replacement cover.

It seems a shame to order a new fan just because of a bad cover. Should
I try to find one through my cannibalization point?

SGT J.W.C.

M109-Series SP Howitzers, M992A2 Ammo Carrier . . .

Cover damaged? Replace
engine impeller fan

M992A2 Ammo Carrier . . .

Replace socket head
screws with hex head screws

darn these�
screws! how am�

i supposed to get�
this grille off,�

anyway?

try�
switchin' to�
hex heads!

w-what's�
g-going�

on?

i don't�
know! all i did�

was replace your�
damaged impeller�

fan cover with�
a different�

one.
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M109-Series SP Howitzers . . .

An Open and Shut Case
Before you locked up your M109-series howitzer for the night, did you re-
member to close the breech?

Leaving the breech open puts a lot
of extra stress on the leafsprings.
Pretty soon those leafsprings lose their
spring and you’ll have a hard time
closing the breech.

Keeping the breech closed also
helps keep condensation from form-
ing. That keeps corrosion problems
to a minimum.

rewmen, an impeller fan that
gets loose in the engine compart-
ment of your howitzer or ammo
carrier can cause a lot of damage.

That’s why it’s a good idea to
check the locking nut, NSN 5310-
00-059-2831, on both of your
vehicle’s impeller fans before
each operation. Here’s how:

Make sure the locking tab of
the key washer, NSN 5310-00-
045-3812, is locked into one of
the slots on the locking nut. Then
try to turn the locking nut by
hand.

If the nut is loose or missing,
your vehicle is NMC. Call in your
mechanic.

Make a note of this new
before-operation check until the
TM can be updated. Scree-e-ech!

If that’s the sound the driver’s hatch
stop makes on your M109A6 Paladin,
then you’ve got a corrosion problem.

On some older Paladins, the shoul-
der pin inside the hatch stop is made
of carbon steel. It corrodes easily, mak-
ing it hard to lock open the hatch.

If the hatch isn’t properly secured,
you’ll also be hearing bells—right af-
ter the hatch swings closed on your
head.

Stop all the sound effects by lubing
the pin monthly with OE/HDO. Just a
few drops where the pin attaches to
the stop does the trick. Then exercise
the stop to spread the oil along the
length of the pin.

M109A6 Paladin . . .M109-Series SP Howitzers, M992A2 Ammo Carrier . . .

Locking nut should lock into key washer

If the pin is already corroded, notify
your mechanic. He’ll have to replace it
with NSN 5315-00-133-7968.

Check the driver’s hatch stop as part
of your before-operation PMCS. Then
make a note of the new check until
TM 9-2350-314-10 can be updated.

Put a few drops of OE/HDO here

ooh!�
that darn hatch�

brained me! and these�
birds won't shut up�

either!

that's what�
can happen when�

you ignore corrosion�
squeaks on my�

hatch stop!
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yow! what's�
wrong with the engine�

compartment?

Open breech invites corrosion
and weak springs



Dear Editor,

Sling loading an M119A1 howitzer can be tricky and dangerous
business, especially when it comes to locking the sling chains in place on
the wheel hubs.

FM 10-450-4, Multiservice Helicopter Sling Load:  Single-Point Load
Rigging Procedures, tells you to lock the chains in place by tying the links
together with 1/2-in tubular nylon rope.

Unfortunately, the rope can come untied. It can also stretch and let
the chains slip off the hub. Then it’s raining howitzers!

We found a clamp
that works much
better than nylon
rope. It’s made of
steel so there’s no
stretching and it
locks into the hub
groove, eliminating
any chance of
slippage. The clamp
can be used for both 10,000-lb and 25,000-lb sling loads.

There is no NSN for the clamp yet, so you have to order it on a DD Form
1348-6 using CAGE code 1CXX6 and part number (PN) S0156-HD08.

M119A1 Towed Howitzer . . .

Good job! The clamp has been approved for use by the US Army Soldier
Systems Center (Natick), the Quartermaster School and Tank-automotive and

Armaments Command-Rock Island. It will eventually be added to FM 10-450-4
and the M119A1’s TM 9-1015-252-20.

maybe�
we can hitch�

a ride!

hop on,�
guys! my new sling�
has got me safe�

and snug!

Each clamp costs about $22, but you get a discount by ordering
larger quantities. For details, contact the manufacturer, Suncor
Stainless, at (781) 829-8899 or e-mail them at:

sales@suncorstainless.com
You can also buy the clamps over the Internet using a government

credit card. Go to:
http://www.suncorstainless.com

and click on Rigging. Then click on Heavy Duty Jaw & Jaw Swivel.
Enter the quantity of clamps you want under PN S0156-HD08, click

on CLICK TO BUY, and follow the rest of the instructions.

SFC Mark A. Lee
HSB, 3/320th FA
Ft Campbell, KY

New
clamp
makes
sling
load
safer

Steel clamp won’t stretch
and locks inside hub groove

that lucky�
duck has got it made!�

i wish we got free�
transportation!
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our AN/PSS-12 mine detector won’t
be leading you safely through mine
fields if you haven’t yet detected the
best ways to operate and maintain it.
Good detecting begins with PMCS.

So, eyeball the battery compartment,
the compartment lid and the headphone
cable connector for dirt and corrosion.
If either the compartment, lid, or con-
nector are dirty or corroded, the detec-
tor won’t work or you won’t hear its
warning. Usually you can tap out or
gently shake out most of the dirt. If
you can’t get out all of the dirt, tell
your repairman. Clean off any corro-
sion with a pencil eraser.

AN/PSS-12 Mine Detecting Set . . .

Put
strap
under
chin

Without the extra wing nut, you can’t
replace a broken nut in the field. Then
your detector is out of business. The
new nut is NSN 5306-21-907-8384.

In the Field
Set the volume to the lowest level

that you can hear comfortably. If the
volume is too high, you’re less likely
to notice sound fluctuations, plus you
can damage your hearing.

Make sure you have the test piece
and the extra plastic wing nut for the
search head. Without the test piece, you
can’t check the detector’s sensitivity.
If the test piece is missing, get a new
one with NSN 6665-21-907-1022. The
NSN listed on Page A-2 in TM 5-6665-
298-10 is wrong.

eureka!�
i've found�
it! thanks�
to pmcs.

i'm�
getting a�

signal!

Shutdown
Take out the batteries at shutdown.

If the batteries are left in the detector,
they can leak and damage or ruin the
detector.

Secure the headset strap under your
chin, not on your chin. With the strap
under your chin, the headset will stay
glued to your ears and you won’t miss
a warning signal.

Remove batteries

Set volume low

Check
for test
piece
and...

...and
headphone
cable
connector
for dirt and
corrosion

Check battery compartment, lid...

If the corrosion has eaten away metal
on the contacts or lid, tell your repair-
man. They need to be replaced.
PS 577 22

...plastic
wing nut



M917A1 Dump Truck . . .

perators, here are two PM remind-
ers that’ll help keep your road-grading
operations corrosion-free.

Lube Hydraulic Pump
Three grease fittings on the grader’s

hydraulic pump are often missed dur-
ing scheduled maintenance.

Without lube, the U-joints on the
pump’s drive shaft shake loose from
vibration and excessive wear. Also, the
shaft’s bearings rust and burn out.

Eventually, the drive shaft and pump
stop working. Then, no hydraulic fluid
gets pumped to the grader’s blade,
circle drive, scarifier or front wheel
tilt. End result: an NMC grader. So
always give each fitting 4-5 pumps of
grease during scheduled services.

130G Grader . . .

Bleed the Brakes
It doesn’t matter if you’re at the

worksite or in the motor pool, you must
bleed your grader’s air brakes after each
use.

That’s because air in the brake sys-
tem will condense due to temperature

changes, forming moisture. Moisture
leads to corrosion, which plugs up
brake valves and cylinders leading to
brake failure.

So drain the water from the air tank
after each day’s run. Just open the drain
cocks on each side of the tank and
leave them open until no more water
comes out. Close the valve tightly when
you’re done.

Open each valve to let water out

Operators, you’ve got to drain the
M917A1 dump truck’s fuel/water sepa-
rator after operation.

Not draining the separator leaves wa-
ter and crud in the vehicle’s fuel sys-
tem. Then the engine runs rough...or
not at all.

Open the separator—located under
the engine on the roadside of the ve-
hicle—by turning its drain cock coun-
terclockwise. Store drained fuel in an
approved hazardous waste container.
Never dump it down a drain or on the
ground.

If the fuel is clear, you’re OK. If the
fuel doesn’t run clear, close the valve
and report it to your mechanic.

Also, make sure your mechanic re-
places the fuel filter twice a year.

Let the Water Out
goin'�

my way,�
pal?

there's no�
room for you�
here. my pm is�

grade a!

Use access
holes to
reach fittings...

.. .Then give
each one 4-5
pumps of grease

View behind plate

Drain fuel/
water separator
after each use
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MW24C Scoop Loader . . .

Air Out the Brakes
Operators, make sure you bleed your scoop loader’s brakes when warm days
start turning into cool nights.

That’s the time of year when condensation
forms in the vehicle’s air brake system. Not
draining that condensation leads to corrosion.
Corrosion leads to brake failure.

So drain the water from the air tank before
and after the day’s run. Leave the valve open
until no more water comes out. Close the
valve tightly when you’re done.

ome operators forget to check the coolant level in the SEE’s expansion tank
because the tank is under the doghouse inside the vehicle’s cab. Out of sight, out
of mind!

When coolant gets low, the engine overheats. Eventually, it will seize up.
To keep that from happening, TM 5-2420-224-10’s PMCS says to keep the

expansion tank at least half full, but no more than three-quarters full. Problem is,
there are no markings on the tank that show half full.

So mark the tank yourself. Use a permanent marker and label the expansion
tank at one-half and three-quarters full.

Then there’s no more guesswork. Just add coolant when the tank’s below half
full.

SEE . . . mark me�
like so, then�

keep the coolant�
level between�

the marks.

Drain water from air tank



Every soldier in Camp�
Who-ville Liked PM a lot. ..

. . .But private Grinch,�
who lived north of camp,�
Most definitely did NOT!

private Grinch hated PM!�
He hated every bit.�
Ask him to pull PM and�
he'd throw quite a fit!

Don't bother to ask,�
'cause no one really�
knows why.�
If you try,�
he'd just say,

my�
equipment�
gets by!

PS 577 27 DEC 00



   But whatever the reason�
for this character flaw,�
   He stood there that�
day, hating it all!�
   Staring down from above�
like a sour grinchy fool�
   At PM being pulled at the�
Camp Who-ville motor pool.

   "They're all getting�
ready!" he snarled with�
a sneer.�
   "Tomorrow's Command�
Maintenance Day! It's�
practically here!"�
   Then he growled, with his�
Grinch fingers nervously�
drumming,

I must�
find some way to�
stop this PM from�

coming!

For tomorrow, he knew�
.. .all the soldiers below�
Bright and early�
would wake and to the�
motor pool go!

   And the more private Grinch�
thought what tomorrow�
would bring,�
   The more he determined,�
"I must stop this whole�
thing!�
   "Why, for most of�
my life I've put up�
with it now!�
   "I MUST stop all�
this PM from�
coming...but HOW?"

He thought for an hour,�
He thought for a day.�
By the time the sun set�
private Grinch thought�
of a way!

Just the�
thought made�
his poor old�
grinchy head�
throb!

Then each soldier, young�
and old, would sit down to�
his job.
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   All the windows were dark.�
Quiet snow filled the air,�
   As he slipped past the�
fence at the motor pool�
there.�
   "This will be my first stop,"�
old private Grinch hissed�
   As he climbed through�
a window, empty bags in�
his fist.

Then he slithered and slunk,�
as he grinned like a fool,�
'Round the motor pool building,�
and he took every tool!

Lube Orders! Grease guns!�
Wrenches and pliers!�
TMs! Spare parts! Oil cans�
and tires!

DEC 00PS 577 30 DEC 00

He stuffed them in bags.�
And wouldn't you know!�

Right into the back of his�
old truck did they go!

At a quarter past dawn...�
With his back in sad shape,�
private Grinch climbed�
in his truck, And made�
his escape.

Past the gate and up the�
side of a mountain he drove,�

As he looked for a place�
to dump the�

PM treasure trove.

Three thousand feet up,�
the engine gave up�
and died,�
private grinch set�
the brake,�
having finally arrived.

He loaded some bags�
And an old box or two�
On his ramshackle truck�
And toward Camp Who-ville�
he flew!
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"Ha, Ha!" he laughed loudly,�
before he emptied his truck.�

"The soldiers at Camp�
Who-ville won't believe their�

bad luck!�
"They'll see all the stuff�

that's gone from their shop,�
"And finally they'll know�
that this PM must stop!"

So he paused. And�
private Grinch put a�
hand to his brow,�

As he peered down below�
to see what happened now.�

He stared at Camp�
Who-ville. What he�

saw popped his eyes!�
Then he shook! What he saw�
was a shocking surprise!

Every soldier in Camp Who-�
ville, the tall and the small,�
Was working! Without any�
equipment at all!�
He hadn't stopped PM from�
coming. It came!�
Somehow or other, it came�
just the same!

private Grinch, with his�
feet ice-cold in the snow,�

Stood wondering and puzzling:�
"How could it be so?�
It came without lube�

orders! It came without pliers!�
"It came without TMs,�

grease guns or tires!"�
�

And he puzzled for a while,�
then he puzzled some more.�

Then private Grinch thought of�
something he hadn't before!�

"Maybe," he thought,�
"There's just no way to win.

maybe�
the desire for�
pm comes from�

within!

And what happened�
then...? Well in Camp�
Who-ville they say,�

That private Grinch's�
understanding of PM�

Grew three sizes�
that day!



34

And the minute he realized�
his terrible mistake,�

he put the truck in neutral�
and popped the�

emergency brake!

he coasted back to�
camp with the tools�
and the tents,

and he...he himself. . .private�
grinch turned the first wrench!
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f you have ever installed the M139 mine dispenser on your UH-60A or UH-
60L helicopter, then you know that its launcher rack mounts don’t always line up
with the support panel mounts.

But don’t touch that hammer! Hammered-in pins won’t let you quickly release
the mine dispenser in an emergency. You will even have trouble getting the pins
out manually. Save yourself the trouble by correctly installing the pins. Here’s
how:

* Apply DC-4 lubricant, NSN
6850-00-880-7616, or any other
similar lubricant, to the inside
of the pin holes.
* Shift and lift the support
panel until its mount holes
match those on the launcher
rack.
* Insert each quick release pin
all the way into the mount holes, then release it.

Keep this procedure handy until TM 9-1095-208-23-2&P is updated.

UH-60A, UH-60L . . .

uh-oh!�
i'm a�

goner!

start�
sayin' yer�
prayers!

Never hammer pins

PS 577 35



Tip Five: Always ground your bird.
The colder the weather, the drier the
air; the drier the air, the more static
electricity is generated. To beef up your
knowledge on grounding, check out
Page 2-11 in FM 10-67-1.

nance job will take an hour. Bundle up
and wear gloves. If you don’t—and
you dress like you’re going to get the
mail—you’ll rush the job, pull poor
maintenance and risk exposure. Sure,
winter clothing is bulky. So allow your-
self more time to do the job.

Tip Two: Cover your bird. If it’s cov-
ered, you’ve won half the cold war
against Mr. Freeze. If you can’t cover
your aircraft, follow the ice and snow
clearing tips on Page 43 of PS 576.

b-but i sh-shoulda�
dress-ssed for the�

cold war!

p-p-pm is�
important...�

for you. Some units use various kinds
of canvas and tentage.

Warm the enclosed area and the air-
craft with a ground heater. Preheating
a cold-soaked bird brings frozen metal
and seals back to shape. Preheating also
warms cold lubricants and hydraulic
fluids. Preheating aircraft reduces the
strain on engines and transmissions and
improves engine start-up.

Keep a fire extinguisher handy
when you’re using the ground heater
and keep the heater away from fuel
and oil drains, vents and supply tanks
and tentage.

Tip Four: Resist the urge to use
shortcuts. If Mr. Freeze gets to you,
break your maintenance task into small
portions or use the buddy system where
one mechanic works while the other
comes in from the cold.

i've been�
pulling pm for�

a while now. better�
get inside for�

a spell.

Keep aircraft covered

Tip Three: For a long maintenance
job, bring the bird inside or rig a shel-
ter around it. Make one that will work

All Aircraft . . .
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i wonder if�
that flock of birds�

is ready for a breath�
of winter?

good pm beat�
me this battle, but�
the cold war's not�

over!
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r Freeze is always looking for an
opportunity to put your bird and you
on ice while you’re on the flight line
doing maintenance. Here are some tips
to help you fight the freeze.

Tip One: When the hawk is whip-
ping up, dress like a 5-minute maint-



or your IFTE to test true, you must
be true to PM, especially these checks
and services:

 Do weekly and monthly checks.
Do the weekly self-test in FAULT DE-
TECTION mode like it says in Para 2-
30 in TM 11-6625-3173-12-1 and the
monthly self-alignment spelled out in
Para 2-31. Without these two basic
steps, the IFTE won’t test accurately.

 Test the spare circuit cards. It
won’t do any good to replace a faulty
circuit card with another faulty circuit
card. Every quarter, test all 20 spare
circuit cards and replace any that have
become defective.

Integrated Family of Test Equipment . . .

 Avoid moisture. Moisture can build
up in the van and cause electrical shorts
and corrosion. The best way to stay
dry is to run the IFTE’s dehumidifier
during rainy or humid weather. But

 Before you test each circuit card,
it must be calibrated in the IFTE.
The calibration procedure lets the IFTE
adjust to that card. If you don’t cali-
brate, the IFTE may flunk a good card.

Test spare circuit cards quarterly

To get rid of
moisture, use
dehumidifier...

even if you’ve run the dehumidifier,
it’s still a good idea to turn on the
PRIME POWER 3 switch at start-up,
shift the ECU to COOL, and let the
ECU run for 45 minutes. That will re-
move any remaining moisture.

Then at shutdown, shift the ECU to
VENT and let it run 5 minutes to get
rid of any moisture that’s collected dur-
ing operation.

 If the IFTE fails to self-test after
it’s been moved or been left sitting
for weeks, reseat its circuit cards.
Movement or lack of use can hurt the
cards’ connections. Often just reseating
the cards cures the problem.

before�
you do any�

testing, you've�
got to pass some�
tests yourself,�

mister!

test?�
i hope it's�
multiple�
choice!

■

■

■

■

■

how nifty!�
i passed the�

ifte test!

...and turn
on PRIME
POWER 3
at startup
and
shutdown

Reseat circuit cards

39
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 rusted launcher can doom Hellfire
missile launches. But just a little lube
and careful handling can keep the
launcher ready to fire away.

The best thing you can do for the
launcher is to remove it from the
Apache when it’s not being used and
store it inside, out of the rain.

When you remove the launcher, don’t
stand it on end. That breaks the end
caps. If the caps disappear or break,
order more with NSN 1055-01-262-
1775.

Remember, removing the launcher
is a four-person job. If you use fewer

representative for an advance copy.
Do not file or sand the launcher. The
launcher’s plating can be hazardous if
it gets in your lungs.

Other launcher parts you need to
check for corrosion are shotgun con-
nector springs, launcher bolts, de-ice
cover pins, and the outside of the J1
connector. Clean off corrosion the same
way you did the SAFE/ARM switch
and then coat those parts with SFL.

If corrosion has already formed, re-
move it by using the cleaning proce-
dures that are going to be added to
TM 1-1520-238-23-1 by Change 9.
See your AMCOM logistics assistance

Whether the launcher is stored in-
side or left outside, check it at least
monthly for corrosion. Pay special at-
tention to the SAFE/ARM switch. If it
freezes with corrosion, the launcher has
to go to AVIM for repair.

Take off the knob and coat its metal
parts with solid film lubricant (SFL).

Disassemble knob and coat with SFL

than four, you risk dropping the
launcher and damaging it.

Hellfire Missile System . . .

...outside of J1 connector

Lube de-ice cover pin and...

Replace missing end caps

Don’t forget to lube springs...

...and bolts



M16-Series Rifle . . .

PS 577 42 DEC 00

Dear Editor,

As an arms room inspector, I see too many M16
rifles with loose receiver extensions or
buttstocks. Some extensions have actually come
off during firing, damaging the lower receiver.

If armorers carefully do the checks from Page 2-
17 in TM 9-1005-319-23&P during their quarterly
PMCS, they will catch loose extensions and
buttstocks before they come completely loose.

For instance, can you move the buttstock
forward or backward? Is there a gap of 1/32 inch or
more between the buttstock and lower receiver? If
there is movement or a gap, replace the
buttplate’s self-locking screw.

hey!�
come back�

here!

Is there buttstock movement or a 1/32-in gap?

If so, replace self-locking screw
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If that doesn’t eliminate the movement or gap,
take off the buttstock and check the lower
receiver extension for looseness.

If the extension is loose, don’t try to tighten it.
Support has the right tool and needs to tighten
it to 35–39 lb-ft.

If the extension’s not loose, try replacing the
buttplate. If the buttstock still moves forward or
backward or there’s still a gap, support needs to
check it out. The rifle probably needs a new
buttstock.

It’s also a good idea to check the buttplate
self-locking screws when rifles come back from
the field. If it looks like a screw has been removed
and screwed back in, replace the screw. It’s a one-
time use fastener and can no longer hold the
buttstock tight.

SSG Gerald Knipe
HHC 1ST AD, MAIT
Bad Kreuznach, Germany

If buttstock is still loose, check lower receiver extension

nyah!�
nyah! catch�

me if you�
can!



f too much of your weapons’ finish wears off, your weapons are finished,
period, armorers. The exterior finish protects your rifles, machine guns, pistols,
and mortars against the ravages of corrosion. If just a few small areas on a
weapon are left unprotected, corrosion can soon ruin it.

But that’s easy to prevent. And you should have the means right in your arms
room.

Solid film lubricant (SFL), NSN
9150-01-260-2534, is a spray that
restores the protective finish. It’s
authorized by all small arms TMs.

When you do your quarterly in-
spections, look for shiny spots. They
indicate the finish has worn off.
Spray the spots with SFL, let it dry,
and you’re back in business.

If you spot any corrosion, wipe it
off with a rag or steel wool and
CLP. Wipe the area with a clean
cloth and solvent. Let it dry and
then spray it with SFL.

efective manual control levers can let your M2 machine gun fire continously
in the single shot mode when you want to fire only one
round. That’s dangerous and that’s why armorers need
to inspect their M2 levers now.

Remove the barrel, backplate, bolt, buffer, and barrel
extension. Use a flashlight to look at the manual con-
trol lever inside the receiver. If the lever has rounded
edges or shows signs of wear, get support to replace it
with a new lever, NSN 3040-00-550-4060.

If the manual control lever is not worn, but has rounded
edges, submit a quality deficiency report (QDR) either
by faxing an SF 368 to (309) 782-6653, DSN 793-6653
or e-mail the information to:

QAWQDRS@ria.army.mil

M2 Machine Gun . . .Small Arms . . .

If too much of a weapon’s pro-
tective finish has worn off, it may
need to go to depot maintenance
for refinishing. See the weapon’s
-20 TM for how much of it you can
touch up yourself.

thanks,�
i've never�

looked so dull-�
and that's�

good!

that's�
another�

satisfied�
customer!

hey,�
don't you�

understand how�
single-shot mode�

is supposed to�
work?

i think i�
have a defective�
manual control�

lever!

Rounding here means
lever needs replacing

Touch up shiny spots with SFL
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 will light up your M157-series
smoke generator and keep it belching
smoke. Here’s how:

Protection
A control panel with broken bulbs

and switches means no smoking. The
bulbs and switches are damaged when
smoke crews toss helmets and rifles
into the truck cab.

The solution is to find a box that fits
over the face of the control panel. When

M157-Series Smoke Generators . . .

The correct procedure for the
M157A2 is to start the vehicle engine,
turn on the MAIN POWER switch,
turn on the PREHEAT switch and
let the M157A2 go through one or two
PREHEAT cycles, depending
on how cold it is. Once the
preheating is finished, and the
green light
goes off
it’s OK to
start the
M157A2.
Turn off the
PREHEAT
switch and
start the
M157A2.

wrench to tighten down the screens,
you ruin the gasket. A damaged gasket
causes a fog oil leak. Order a new
strainer screen gasket with NSN 5330-
00-542-1586.

Starting
Save yourself starting problems by

draining the fuel filter before you crank
up your generator.
Big temperature
changes, rain or
high humidity can
lead to water in
the fuel, which
makes for
difficult or
no starting.

you’re not smoking, keep the box on
the panel to protect switches and bulbs.
When you are smoking, lay the box on
the floor and out of the way.

The spare engine valves will certainly
be bent if they’re stuck in the tool bag.
A bent valve is unusable. Protect the
spare valves by keeping them in an old
shoe polish can that’s been cleaned or
CD holder or anything similar.

Cover control
panel with box

thanks�
for the light,�

pal!
any time!

Store valves in can

Never unscrew the metal fuel cap
from the
plastic fuel
can. It is
very easy
to strip the
can’s
threads.
Refill the
can through
the cap’s
lid.

Hand-tight is tight enough for thefog
oil strainer screens. If you use a
Tighten strainer screen hand-tight only

Refill through cap lid

Drain fuel filter
before starting

Wait for PRE-
HEAT to finish
before starting
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id you hear about the AN/PSN-11
precision lightweight global position-
ing receiver that blew up? If you did,
you’re better off than the vehicle op-
erator! When the PLGR blew, he tem-
porarily lost his hearing. The PLGR
was destroyed, of course.

What blew was the PLGR’s 3.6-volt
memory battery. Why it blew was be-
cause the external power source was
hooked up wrong.

PLGR . . .

But this time around the discussion
is about preventing an electrical charge
from finding its way to the memory
battery as a result of the wrong power
or grounding connections.

Step one in the hookup process is to
make sure you don’t reverse polarity
when attaching the PLGR cable to ve-
hicle power. A good way to make sure

advised PLGR users to always remove
the main power battery when connect-
ing the PLGR to external power to
avoid exploding the main power bat-
tery due to a reverse charging situa-
tion. That advice still holds.

You can power The PLGR from an
external power source using cable,
NSN 6150-01-375-8661. But you must
hook up the cable right or you could
lose more than your hearing.

You may remember a Ground Pre-
cautionary Message (GPM 97-005) that

is to remember that the cable wire with
the in-line fuse is always the positive,
or hot wire. It is always connected to a
positive terminal!

Step two is to make sure the PLGR
ground is the same as the vehicle
ground. This can be confusing since
most vehicles have batteries connected
in series.

The PLGR grounding wire should
be attached to the same battery post as
the ground wire that runs from the ve-
hicle to the vehicle’s battery. This
avoids the risk of an inadequate ground
that might occur due to paint or other
insulating affects if you attach the
grounding wire directly to the vehicle’s
body.

In-line
fuse

In-line fuse? Hot wire!

This will work...

...but this is better
Hook up power cable right

Remove main power battery
stop!�

did you hook�
up that cable to�

the external�
power right?

...and�
that's not�

all!

Don’t blow memory battery
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xplaining why your mast antenna is crumpled up on the ground is no way to
start a mission. The explanation is even harder when you find out the falling
antenna just missed your commander.

An antenna erected on soft ground, such as sand or shale, can collapse. Soft
ground does not hold guy stakes tight. One stiff breeze and down comes the
antenna and mast, then you’re looking for a hole to hide in.

But, there’s a way to strengthen the mast antenna—
even in soft ground. Use two guy stakes to anchor
each guy line. Drive the stakes deep into the ground
and tie them in tandem. This double-staking method
can handle more stress than a single stake. It in-
creases the holding power of the stakes and lessens
the risk of the antenna collapsing.

If you need extra guy stakes, you’ll find the NSNs
in the COMPONENTS OF END ITEM list in the
antenna’s -10 TM or parts manual.

Mast Antennas . . .For those times you can’t remove
the cable, make sure the plug-in is se-
cured and not allowed to swing around
and make contact with metal. A solu-
tion as simple as a wrap of duct tape
around the connector end may prevent
metal-to-metal contact that will blow
the in-line fuse.

Also, remember that when the exter-
nal power cable is disconnected from
the PLGR, but still connected to the
vehicle’s power source, the tip of your
cable is still “hot” and you could get a
shock from touching it!

So when
you remove
the PLGR
from its
external
power
source after
your
mission is
complete,
remove the
cable, too.

A wrong grounding wire hookup can
cause the memory battery to get a
charge from the vehicle battery and ex-
plode. This happens when the memory
battery cap touches a grounded metal
object—like any part of the vehicle—
while the PLGR is connected to the
vehicle’s power.

Don’t
make
the
memory
battery
cap
your
ground

thanks�
for the tips!�
i'll remember�

them.

i'm sorry�
i almost blew�

my top!

Double-stake each guy line

Don’t let it dangle



Supply . . .

LOGSA System Access Request
Most AMC Logistics Support Activity (LOGSA) products and services are
designated as sensitive but unclassified (SBU). To access them, you need a
unique systems access account. To get access, just follow the System Access
Request (SAR) instructions at:

http://www.logsa.army.mil/sar/sarprep.htm
The SAR replaces LOGSA Form 23 which is no longer used. Problems or

questions? Send e-mail to: amxlsis@logsa.army.mil

esource cutbacks have forced the
USAMC Logistics Support Activity
(LOGSA) to stop taking price chal-
lenges over the phone, by mail, fax or
by e-mail. Now, all Army price chal-
lenges must be submitted on-line
through the Logistics Integrated Data
Base (LIDB) or Weblog.

Either way, the price challenge forms
will be similiar.

 Before you can access the price chal-
lenge form in LIDB, you must have
the Netscape browser version 4.73
(128-bit), a LOGONID and password,
and version 1.1 of LIDB on CD-DOM.

You can download the Netscape

on the LOGSA web site. Click on the
SAR button and follow the instructions.

It also gets you the CD needed to
gain access to the LIDB. You won’t
get the CD if you don’t ask for LIDB
access on the SAR! Now you’re ready
to use LIDB.

Weblog access to the Price Challenge
Form doesn't require a logon ID. Just
go to:

http://weblog.logsa.army.mil /index.shtml
Click on Weblog. Then, select Price

Challenge Form under the Logistics
Data Management Section. Complete
the form and submit it.

Whether you submit your price chal-
lenge through LIDB or Weblog, you
need to periodically go into the Price
Challenge Program to check on the sta-
tus of your challenge until action is
completed.

The LOGSA help desk is ready to
help if you have problems getting into
the system. Call them at (256) 955-
7716, DSN 645-7716 or e-mail:

help.desk@logsa.army.mil

browser by going to the LOGSA web
site at:

http://www.logsa.army.mil
Then click on DOD licensed down-

load site under the Netscape Commu-
nicator v 4.73 section of the page.

To get a LOGONID and password,
go to the System Access Request
(SAR) located at the top of the screen
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our Kevlar® helmet is your first line
of defense on the battlefield. Make sure
it’s a strong defense by wearing it and
caring for it properly.

First, make sure you have the right
fit. Your helmet shouldn’t be so big
that it blocks your vision, or so small
that ventilation, comfort and safety
suffer.

Your issuing facility should measure
your head before issuing the helmet.
They can get the calipers with NSN
5210-01-434-9493 and measuring tape
with NSN 8315-00-782-3520. A prop-
erly fitted helmet should leave a 1/2-in
space between your head and the hel-
met. You can find more about sizing

Kevlar® Helmets . . .

You can get the parachutist pad us-
ing NSN 8470-01-092-8494, the reten-
tion strap with NSN 8470-01-092-
7524, and the parachutist impact liner
with NSN 8465-01-420-4920.

Need more information on repair and
maintenance procedures? Check out
Chap 19 of TM 10-8400-203-23.

* The improved headband and the improved
suspension assembly should be used together.

Replacement Parts

parachutist pad, parachutist impact
liner, helmet cover, and helmet shell
should be washed with mild soap and
warm water and then air dried.

procedures in Natick Pam 70-2, This is
Your Ballistic Helmet, on-line at:

http://www.sbccom.army.mil
First, click on Products, then Cloth-

ing and Individual Equipment, then
Ballistic/Personal Protection, then
Helmet, Kevlar® PASGT fitting
instructions.

Helmet NSNs
TM 10-8400-203-23 lists X-small,

small, medium and large helmets, but
you can also get X-large.

Here are the the NSNs for the hel-
met shell with suspension, headband
and chin strap:

Size NSN 8470-01-
X-small 092-7525
Small 092-7526

Medium 092-7527
Large 092-7528

X-large 300-3819

Keeping Helmets Clean
The suspension assembly, headband,

chin strap, parachutist retention strap,

measure your head�
for a proper fit.

Headband

Suspension
assembly

keep me in�
fighting shape with�

these parts.

Item NSN
Camouflage band 8415-01-110-9981

Cover, woodland pattern
X-small /small 8415-01-092-7514
Medium /large 8415-01-092-7515

X-large 8415-01-303-8945
Cover, desert pattern

X-small /small 8415-01-327-4824
Medium/large 8415-01-327-4825

X-large 8415-01-327-4826
Cover, white

X-small/small 8415-01-144-1860
Medium/large 8415-01-144-1861

Cover, chemical 8415-01-111-9028protective
Post, chin strap 8470-01-144-5367

Screw, chin strap 8470-01-144-2811
Washer, chin strap 8470-01-144-2812

Item NSN
Chin strap 8470-01-092-7534

Headband, improved *
X-small 8470-01-442-1434

Small /med/large 8470-01-442-1429
X-large 8470-01-442-1430

Screw, suspension 8470-01-144-2813mounting
A-nut, suspension 8470-01-144-5368mounting

Suspension assembly, improved *
X-small 8470-01-442-2969
Small 8470-01-442-2990

Medium 8470-01-442-2995
Large 8470-01-442-3001

X-large 8470-01-442-3021



f the zipper doesn’t stay zipped on
your extreme cold-weather sleeping
bag, you’ll be exposed to those ele-
ments you’re trying to keep away.

Try this quick fix:
Unzip the zipper all the way to the

bottom of the bag. Then, slowly and
carefully, pull it back up. Most of the
time, the zipper will repair itself and
that’s the end of your zipper problems.

Extreme Cold Weather Sleeping Bag . . .

  Never run your sleeping bag
through the pressure wringer of a
wringer-type washing machine. This
will get rid of excess water, but it will
flatten the zipper and then it’s replace-
ment time.

If the zipper teeth still separate, use
a pair of needlenose pliers to carefully
squeeze down the flat portion of the
slider body. Hard pulls and continued
use cause the slider body to open just a
bit. This keeps the teeth from meshing
properly and they continue to come
apart.

  New zippers and sticking zippers
need zipper lube, NSN 9150-00-999-
7548. With the zipper closed, rub a
little lube over the zipper teeth. Work
the zipper up and down a few times
until it works easily. Don’t have zipper
lube? Try a little bar soap or solid
candle wax. Rub the candle wax or
soap up and down the teeth, then work
the zipper up and down a few times to
spread the soap or wax around.

Turn in the sleeping bag.
To avoid a broken zipper on your

new bag, follow these PM tips.
  Brush off any dirt and dust on the

sleeping bag. That keeps grit from
catching in the zipper teeth when you
zip up the bag.

If it doesn’t work the first time, try
the same procedure a couple more
times. Still can’t get it to zip properly?

Work zipper all the way down...
Zipper lube or soap makes zipping easier

...then back up
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how c-can�
you guys sleep in�
this c-cold?! i'm�

f-freezing!

you should�
have taken better�

care of your�
sleeping bag!

 Slow and easy should always be
the way to zip up your bag. Pull on the
zipper lever, not the attached thong.

Squeeze slider body to keep teeth meshing
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CARC . . .

Don’t Stop There
You also need to follow these im-

portant safety measures:
 Cover as much of

your skin as possible.
That means wearing
coveralls and rubber
gloves from the
No.1 Common
shop set.

 Wear chemical
splash goggles,
NSN 4240-00-052-
3776, not safety
glasses,  to protect
your eyes from paint or
thinner.

 Keep thinner or paint away from an
open flame, welding torch or fuel-burn-
ing heater.

Be sure to use the paint-spray respi-
rator, NSN 4240-01-259-4572, when
you spot paint with CARC. If you don’t
have a respirator, use Appendix A of
CTA 50-970 as authority for ordering
one.

They just bead up on the surface like
water on a newly waxed car. So you
can do a quick, complete decontami-
nation and get back to completing your
mission.

Breathing Easy
Respiratory protection is required in

the use of all paints, not just CARC.
Your local industrial hygienist can help
you identify the needed equipment.

Paint Is Paint
No matter what type of paint is used,

OSHA’s safety standards for spot paint-
ing are the same. CARC is as safe to
use as any other paint when you take
the necessary precautions.

Most of the confusion about CARC
comes when people latch onto the word
“chemical,” as in dangerous to use. The
key word in CARC is “resistant,” as in
resistant to chemical attack. Once prop-
erly applied to your vehicle, CARC
doesn’t soak up chemical agents the
way some other paint does. It resists
the penetration of those chemical
agents.

✺

✺

✺

when the time�
comes to spot paint�

your vehicle with chemical�
agent resistant coating�

--carc--make sure you�
do it safely!

it's the�
only way to�

breathe!

cover�
up for your�
protection!

yikes!

NSN 4240-01- Item
246-5399 Facepiece
235-0823 Cartridge retainer
246-5407 Organic vapor cartridge
246-5413 Spray paint prefilter

here are�
the replacement�

parts for the�
respirator...

NSN 4240-01- Item
246-5399 Facepiece
235-0823 Cartridge retainer
246-5407 Organic vapor cartridge
246-5413 Spray paint prefilter

here are�
the replacement�

parts for the�
respirator...



M88A1 Night Sights
You need only one night vision device on
your M88A1 recovery vehicle, not two. Page
B-7 of TM 9-2350-256-10 says you need
either the M24 or M24A1 periscope and the
AN/VVS-2(V)1A night vision viewer. But only
one night viewer is authorized for each
M88A1. Add an “OR” between Items 24 and
25 until the TM is corrected.

Generator Conversion
The gas-to-diesel conversion kit listed on
Page 53 of PS 575 is for the 3-KW generator
only. No modification to the M577-series
command post carrier’s 4.2-KW is
authorized. Some carriers are being
converted to the M1068, which has a 5-KW
diesel generator. Those vehicles not being
converted will be replaced when they are
no longer serviceable.

Heavy-duty Chains for M939s
Looking for tougher, longer-lasting and
easier-to-install tire chains for 14.00 x 20
radial tires on M939-series trucks? Try
PEWAG part number A08SV, CAGE S5239.
The cost is around $330 a pair. Here’s the
ordering info:
OCONUS—PEWAG Austria Gmbh
(ATTN: Susan Hartmann),
Theodor Koerner Strasse 59,
A-8010 Graz, Austria
Telephone 43 316 6070, Ext 244; fax 43 316
6070 209; e-mail hs@pewag.com
CONUS—PEWAG, Inc.
(ATTN: Peter Brettner), 281 C Shore Dr,
Burr Ridge, IL 60521.
Telephone (800) 526-3924; (630) 323-4342;
fax (630) 323-2292;
e-mail PeterB@pewagchain.com

PS 577 60

More Help
For more CARC safety and health

precautions, see the following pubs:
 TM 43-0139, Painting Instructions

for Army Materiel
  TB 43-0242, CARC Spot Painting
 TB 43-0209, Color Marking and

Camouflage Painting of Military Ve-
hicles, Construction Equipment, and
Materials Handling Equipment

 TM 55-1500-345-23, Painting and
Marking of Army Aircraft

 TB 43-0118, Field Instructions for
Painting and Preserving Communica-
tions-Electronics Equipment

 Grind CARC off the front and back
of any area that needs welding. CARC
releases toxic gases and fumes when it
burns. Breathing these fumes can cause
lung damage and severe eye and skin
irritation. Make sure you use respira-
tory protection with a HEPA filter.

 If you use an electric drill accessory
to mix paint in a metal container,
ground both the container and the drill
first. The paint fumes are flammable,so
static electricity can be dangerous.

Make sure all electrical equipment is
grounded before starting any painting.

✺

✺

✺

✺

✺

✺

✺

you won't�
want to get a�
whiff of me!

ah, my�
colection is�

complete!

follow�
these tips and�

you'll paint a real�
masterpiece!

hey, grinch,�
did you get a�
new truck?

no, just�
a new attitude�

about pm!

HMMWV Battery Terminal Covers
Once those grease-filled battery terminal
boots and their caps wear out on your
HMMWVs, replace them with NSN 2530-01-
089-4992. You’ll save time and mess doing
your PMCS, since the replacement is a
simple rubber boot. Make a note for Items
16 and 17 in Fig 62 of TM 9-2320-280-24P-1
and in Fig 66 of TM 9-2320-387-24P until
they are updated.

Brushguard for M998A2s
Use NSN 2510-01-461-7075 to get the
brushguard for M998A2-series HMMWVs.
The NSN shown in Fig 400 of TM 9-2320-
280-24P-2 works only on M998/M998A1-
series trucks. Make a note until the TM is
updated.
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How PVT Grin
ch Stole PM

. . . See Page 27

who's�
he playing�
taps for?

for us,�
pal.

check�
out these pubs�

before you give up�
on fabric, canvas,�

or webbing.

ending pm�
will be a cinch,�
or my name isn't�

private�
grinch!


